Taking Taxi at TERMINAL 1 to the Designated Hotel - Hotel Regalees, Tamsui

When you came out from the Baggage Claim / Custom T1 of Tao Yuan Airport, you will see these two signs.

Turn left and walk for 20 steps, you will find the counter for currency exchange and ATM machine.

Walk through the exit you will find taxi service counter.

When you turn back and walk for 30 steps you will find the exit to Taxi stand.

Walk to the end of the Hall you will find the sim card selling or wifi egg rental counter.

Each ride costs around TWD1150. The ride will take more or less an hour.
Address of the Hotel below:
No. 89, Xue-Fu Road, Tamsui District, New Taipei City 251, Taiwan (R.O.C)

251新北市淡水區學府路89號
福格大飯店

Emergency Contacts: Mobile: (886) 938-705-369 Email: apclc@eduuhk.hk (Anthon Chu/ Human Leung / Amy Wan)